Cyclic [4]rotaxanes containing two parallel porphyrinic plates: toward switchable molecular receptors and compressors.
Twenty years ago, researchers considered the synthesis of simple rotaxanes a challenging task, but with the rapid development of this field, chemists now view these interlocking molecules as accessible synthetic targets. In a major advance for the field, researchers have developed transition metals or organic molecules as templating structures, making it easier to construct these molecular systems. In addition, chemists have found ways to introduce new functional groups, which have given these compounds new properties. Today researchers can also construct multirotaxanes consisting of several individual components, but the synthesis of the most complex structures remains challenging. This Account primarily discusses the cyclic [4]rotaxanes incorporating porphyrins that the Strasbourg group has synthesized and studied during the past few years. These cyclic [4]rotaxanes consist of two rigid rods threaded through the four rings of two molecules of a bis-macrocycle, and the synthetic strategy used for making them relies on the copper(I)-driven "gathering-and-threading" reaction. The formation of the threaded precursors was mostly quantitative, and the quadruple stoppering reaction leading to the target compound produces high yields because of the efficient copper-catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC) or click chemistry reaction. These rotaxanes behave as receptors for various ditopic guests. We prepared and studied two types of molecules: (i) a rigid compound whose copper(I) complex has a well-defined shape, with high selectivity for the guest geometry and (ii) a much more flexible [4]rotaxane host that could act as a distensible receptor. The rigid [4]rotaxane was crystallized, affording a spectacular X-ray structure that matched the expected chemical structure. In addition, metalation or demetalation of the rigid [4]rotaxane induces a drastic geometric rearrangement. The metal-free compound is flat without a binding pocket, while the copper-complexed species forms a rectangle-like structure. The removal of copper(I) also expels any complexed guest molecule, and this process is reversible, making the rigid porphyrinic [4]rotaxane a switchable receptor. The rigid [4]rotaxane was highly selective for short, ditopic guests in its copper(I)-complexed form, but the flexible copper(I)-complexed [4]rotaxane proved to be a versatile receptor. Its conformation can adjust to the size of the guest molecule similar to the induced fit mechanism that some enzymes employ with substrates.